
 
 

 

 
 
 
 

DYS Youth Screening Prevention of COVID-19 Transmission 
Effective April 17, 2023 

Email completed form to DYSBRSC@dys.ohio.gov 
 

 

 
Youth Name: Detention Center:      
 
Date of Screening: Time of Screening    
 
1. Is youth currently COVID-19 positive?   

If the answer is NO, proceed to the next question. 
If answer is YES: Youth shall not be transported to a DYS/CAS facility. Youth shall be isolated and not sent 
until deemed recovered by an advanced level medical provider with documentation sent with screen. 

2. Has the youth tested positive within the past 90 days while in the custody and care of your facility?  
If the answer is NO, proceed to the next question.  

        If answer is YES: 
Date tested positive:  ____________  
Date of COVID recovered assessment by an advanced level medical provider ___________ 

                           Documented recovery assessment by advanced level provider must be sent with screen. 
               3. In the past 14 days, has the youth had close contact (within 6 feet for 15 minutes or more) with a  
                   person known to be infected with COVID-19? 

If the answer is NO - proceed to the next question. 
If the answer is YES– Youth shall not be transported to a DYS/CAS facility. Youth shall 
be tested for COVID-19. If positive, the youth shall be isolated and not sent until deemed 
recovered by a medical provider with documentation sent with screen. If negative, the youth 
may be sent. They will be tested and quarantined at the receiving facility. 

4.Does the youth have any of the following symptoms: Temperature greater than 100 degrees 
Fahrenheit, new cough, trouble breathing, shortness of breath, wheezing, new chills, new muscle 
aches, sore throat, diarrhea or new loss of smell or taste? This should be a combination of self-report 
and staff observation. 

If the answer is NO – youth may be sent. They will be tested and quarantined at the receiving facility. 
If the answer is YES – youth shall not be transported to a DYS/CAS facility. Youth shall be tested for 
COVID-19. If positive, the youth shall be isolated and not sent until deemed recovered by a medical 
provider with documentation sent with screen.  

REQUIRED ON ALL TRANSFERS: 
 Attached List of active and chronic medical issues and treatment: _________________________________ 
 Attached List of medications taken within the last 24 hours:   

• COVID-19 Vaccination Status:         Yes    Date Vaccinated: _________     No        
• DYS would also prefer to have a completed discharge summary accompany the youth. 

 
  

Printed Name of Staff Completing form Date 
 
 

 

Signature of Staff Completing form 
  
 More information is available at https://dys.ohio.gov/facilities/county-commitments-to-DYS 
 

https://dys.ohio.gov/facilities/county-commitments-to-DYS
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